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Abstract
The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) is one of the most frequently used screening instrument for
hazardous and harmful use of alcohol and potential alcohol dependence in primary health care (PHC) and other settings
worldwide. It has been translated into many languages and adapted and modified for use in some countries, following
formal adaptation procedures and validation studies. In the Russian Federation, the AUDIT has been used in different
settings and by different health professionals, including addiction specialists (narcologists). In 2017, it was included as a
screening instrument in the national guidelines of routine preventive health checks at the population-level
(dispanserization). However, various Russian translations of the AUDIT are known to be in use in different settings and, so
far, little is known about the empirical basis and validation of the instrument in Russia—a country, which is known for its
distinct drinking patterns and their detrimental impact on health. The present contribution is the summary of two
systematic reviews that were carried out to inform a planned national validation study of the AUDIT in Russia.
Two systematic searches were carried out to 1) identify all validation efforts of the AUDIT in Russia and to document all
reported problems encountered, and 2) identify all globally existing Russian translations of the AUDIT and document their
differences and any reported issues in their application. The qualitative narrative synthesis of all studies that met the
inclusion criteria of the first search highlighted the absence of any large-scale rigorous validation study of the AUDIT in
primary health care in Russia, while a document analysis of all of the 122 Russian translations has revealed 61 unique
versions, most of which contained inconsistencies and signaled obvious application challenges of the test.
The results clearly signal the need for a validation study of the Russian AUDIT.
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Background
The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT)
was developed by the World Health Organization
(WHO) as part of a multinational collaborative study [1]
to screen and identify people with alcohol problems and
those at risk for alcohol use disorders in primary health
care (PHC). However, it has been used and can assist
during brief clinical assessments in identifying these
problems in a range of healthcare settings in addition to
PHC [1]. The AUDIT is often used as part of the screening component of Screening and Brief Interventions
(SBIs) for alcohol-related problems in PHC [2], and has
been integrated into a wider program with referral to
specialized treatment for alcohol use disorders (AUDs),
i.e., harmful drinking and alcohol dependence in the
ICD-10 or ICD-11 [3, 4], but see [5].
The original AUDIT was translated into Russian as
part of a manual for addiction specialists (“narcologists”)
in Belarus in 1997 [6], and introduced into the setting of
specialized health services for substance use disorders. A
second and slightly different version was published a
year later in a WHO manual on alcohol use treatment in
the PHC setting [7], and yet another translation followed
in 2002 as part of WHO-issued international guidelines
for the primary prevention of mental, neurological and
psychosocial disorders [8]. All these versions featured
different Russian translations of the original AUDIT [1,
9], but none of the publications mentioned a predetermined protocol of systematic translation and backtranslation of the tool or reported any validation procedures in the context of Belarus or Russia. In 2003, a narrative literature of alcohol use assessment method in
Russia reported on the “clinical experiences” of the
AUDIT application in more than 1000 patients, and
stated that the instrument was found to be “convenient,
simple and highly informative” [10]. However, the publication featured yet another distinct Russian version that
differed from the previous translations. Further translations were produced by different research and practitioner groups over the following years, with only a
handful of publications reporting on the parametric
properties of the test as based on convenience samples
of patients from different settings [11]. In 2015 and as
informed by these limited studies, the AUDIT and its
short version AUDIT-C, which consists of the first three
test items on frequency, volume and intensity of drinking, were included in the Russian national guidelines of
dispanserization [12]. Dispanserization is a preventive
health check, which is carried out regularly in polyclinics, the main providers of PHC services in Russia,
and which is aimed at an early and timely detection of
conditions and diseases as well as risk factors for their
development, including the non-medical use of drugs
and psychotropic substances [13, 14]. It is organized as a
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two-step process – routine screening and assessment for
risk factors and potential conditions are carried out in
the first step, followed by more in-depths examinations
and diagnostic procedures in the following, if needed.
Starting from 2017, the national dispanserization guidelines state that for alcohol risk assessment the AUDIT-C
should be used in the first step of the screening, which
should be followed by the administration of the full
AUDIT in the second step, should the patient’s score be
higher than an established cut-off value [12, 15].
However, none of the studies that have informed
these Russian dispanserization guidelines on the use
of the AUDIT were distinct validation studies carried
out Russian PHC facilities.
In 2016, during the development and implementation
of an SBI program for alcohol in the Russian Federation
and as part of the translation of the WHO train-thetrainer SBI toolkit, the Russian expert group involved in
this project was soon confronted with inconsistent versions of the Russian-language AUDIT, the screening instrument of the manual [16, 17]. Besides the discussions
on which existing translation to include and how to
translate the instrument again, the experts voiced a general concern about the application of the AUDIT in
Russia. For instance, it was noted that there are issues
with the concept of the “standard drink”, which is used
in the second test item. A standard drink is a unit of
measurement that represents a fixed amount of alcohol
to enable assessment and comparability of alcohol intake
from different beverage types. However, the size of a
standard drink is known to vary across countries, and
the concept is not known and broadly used in many
countries, including Russia [18]. Moreover, some narcology (addiction medicine) specialists from the expert
group were concerned that the AUDIT might not be
able to detect risks related to specific patterns of alcohol
use that typically prevail in the Russian Federation and
some other countries of the former Soviet Union,
namely episodes of heavy drinking followed by periods
of abstinence as well as a the consumption of unrecorded alcohol, which is an umbrella term of the World
Health Organization denoting alcohol that is not registered and controlled as alcohol beverage by government.
Under this term, there are a number of categories,, e.g.
homemade alcoholic beverages, counterfeit or smuggled
alcohol, surrogate alcoholic products not intended for
human consumption and others [19–24]. Various studies
have shown that the outlined consumption patterns are
associated with the enormous burden of disease stemming from alcohol that is observed in Russia, despite the
level of drinking declining over time and now being
lower than in several Western European countries [23–
27]. The implications of the outlined drinking patterns
put an even stronger focus on the assessment of
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drinking patterns in the AUDIT and the first three consumption items and are also likely to have consequences
for the scoring scheme of the instrument.
Based on the outlined rationales and the discussions of
the Russian expert group, a decision was made to adapt
and validate the AUDIT in the Russian Federation. This
decision was also in line with the initial idea and logic of
the original AUDIT developers as the instrument was
thought to be adapted and modified to local contexts in
order to fit the needs of a local healthcare or any other
system, including the possibility of having additional test
items and/or modified cut-off values [1, 2].
In the following, an international expert panel under
the auspices of the WHO Regional Office for Europe
and the Russian Ministry of Health was formed to initiate a step-wise approach for the validation and an interdisciplinary Project Advisory Board with different
stakeholders was formed, who then developed a detailed
project protocol for the Russian AUDIT validation [28].
The first step of the validation project was to
summarize the existing knowledge on the application of
the AUDIT in Russia and in Russian language, including
a detailed documentation of any application challenges
of the tool, which could then inform the item modification and selection process in the following.
The present contribution summarizes the outcomes of
two systematic searches that were carried out as prestudies for this AUDIT validation process in Russian.
The objectives of the first search were to document all
validation studies and other validation efforts of the
AUDIT in the Russian Federation, and to document all
reported problems in prior applications of the AUDIT in
Russia as well as reported solutions, if applicable. The
objectives of the second systematic search were to identify all sources containing Russian-language versions of
the AUDIT or parts thereof (e.g., the AUDIT-C or the
Fast Alcohol Screening Test (FAST) and to document
any differences in the existing translations as well as reported thresholds for hazardous and harmful use, alcohol dependence and referral to treatment, specifically for
the Russian Federation. Moreover, the objective of the
second search was also to document all reported problems in prior applications of the AUDIT in Russianspeaking populations as well as reported solutions.
For the first search, we have deliberately used broad
criteria of validity and validation because a first rapid assessment of the literature as well as the results of a parallel global review on the AUDIT signaled that we would
not expect to find a lot of validation studies of the
AUDIT in Russia and/or in Russian language [5] .
Validity refers to the degree to which evidence and
theory support the interpretations of test scores for proposed uses of tests and different types of validity exist,
such as face validity, construct, content and criterion
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validity as well as predictive and concurrent validity
[29–32]. Validation of test instruments is the development of sound evidence to demonstrate this link between test scores and the proposed use of a test, i.e., the
goal and area for which it was developed. There are different procedures commonly employed to validate a test
[33, 34]. For instance, through evaluation by expert and
target population judges (face validity and content validity), by examining the association between the test
scores and an external criterion to which the test ought
to be related (criterion validity, predictive and concurrent), or by comparing the test results to other tests that
measure similar qualities to see how highly correlated
the two measures are (construct validity, predictive and
concurrent). Although there are internationally wellestablished methodological approaches and documented
best practices for translating, adapting and validating instruments in health-care research, the quality in the realized approaches is known to vary greatly as this is either
not considered to be important enough to allocate resources to this multi-step process, or because the
process is carried out inconsistently [35].
In order to be able to inform a large-scale validation
study of the AUDIT for the use in Russian PHC facilities, we chose a broad definition of validation as part of
the present study in order to identify as many validation
efforts and application challenges of the AUDIT in
Russia and Russian-speaking populations as possible.

Methods
Search strategy

Our systematic searches followed the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses) guidelines [36]. For the PRISMA checklist and the protocol as approved within the international
prospective register of systematic reviews (PROSPERO), see
Web Appendix S1 and S2. As part of the first systematic
search of AUDIT validation studies in the Russian Federation, the following Russian-language electronic databases
were searched between February and April of 2019 [37–
39]: as well as the Russian interface of Google Scholar. In
addition to these databases, we used the Russian search engine Yandex.ru as well as the Russian interface of Google.ru
as part of the second systematic search for any existing
Russian-language versions of the AUDIT. The search terms
were used in Latin original letters (e.g., AUDIT) and in Cyrillic letters of the Russian alphabet (e.g., АУДИТ) and in
combinations thereof, for instance as in: (alcohol use disorders identification test OR AUDIT AND тест, (alcohol use
disorders identification test OR AUDIT) AND алкоголь
AND тест AND чувствительность OR специфичность).
For a full list of keywords used for the two systematic
searches see Web Appendix S3. Since the Russian-language
databases do not allow for a formulated search algorithm as
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is the case with international databases, combinations of
keywords were typed in independently by two researchers.
Additionally, experts of the Advisory Board of the
RUS-AUDIT validation project were asked to provide
the search team with AUDIT versions they used within
their institutions, and research groups and reference lists
of identified publications were hand-searched to identify
more sources.
Eligibility criteria

The first systematic search of AUDIT validation efforts
in the Russian Federation included scientific studies that:
1) contained parametric information, for instance reported specificity and/or sensitivity of the AUDIT as
compared to diagnostic DSM or ICD criteria, e.g. by
using the Composite International Diagnostic Interview
(CIDI) or other diagnostic instruments as a “gold standard” to assess construct validity through a comparison
with the already existing instrument), or 2) reported direct correlations between AUDIT scores and some external criteria, such as bio-markers or documented
frequency-volume indicators of alcohol consumption
(e.g., in the form of drinking diaries), or 3) reported a
direct correspondence between the AUDIT score and a
diagnosis of any alcohol use disorders (AUDs) established by a specialist using DSM-4 or ICD-10 criteria as
assessment of criterion validity (since other diagnostic
manuals and classifiers such as DSM-5 or ICD-11 are
currently not used in Russia beyond very limited research settings), or 4) reported any problems, issues and
deviations in the applications of the AUDIT in the Russian Federation, such as differing standard drink definitions or varying thresholds compared to the original
AUDIT as a general assessment of content validity.
The first search was restricted to studies that were
undertaken in the Russian Federation and published in
Russian only but was not restricted by date of
publication.
The second search of all Russian versions of the
AUDIT test included any kind of documentation or publication (including grey literature and websites) that contained a Russian-language version of the AUDIT or
parts thereof and was not restricted geographically or by
the date of publication.
Data extraction

For the first search of validation studies we extracted
paper title, authors’ names, year of publication, study research design and sampling strategy, population and region, assessment methods, an overview of AUDIT scores
and correlation coefficients, as well as other variables
relevant to the three key topics of this review, as specified above (see 1–4 of the eligibility criteria): psychometric properties of the AUDIT in validation studies as
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measured with DSM-4 or ICD-10 criteria (e.g., using the
CIDI), direct correlation with bio-markers or drinking
diaries, direct correspondence with an AUD diagnosis
established by a specialist according to DSM-4 or ICD10 criteria, any reported problems or deviations from
the original AUDIT. Each study was extracted by the
first two authors (see review protocol in Supporting information, Web Appendix S3), and in the event case of
differing conclusions by the authors a consensual judgement was reached in discussion with the last author.
For the second search of Russian translations, we have
extracted the title, authors’ or website’s names, year of
publication, the exact wording of the first three questions (AUDIT-C), the exact definition of a standard
drink (SD) and AUDIT thresholds for intervention and
further referral, if provided, as well as any other information indicating any in the applications of the AUDIT
(see Eligibility criteria above). Each publication was extracted by the first two authors and there were no differences in conclusions between raters.
Data synthesis

The identified materials of the first systematic search of
validation efforts were combined into a qualitative narrative synthesis to account for any problems in the application of the AUDIT in the Russian Federation as well as to
document the overall experiences with validation procedures in Russia and their challenges. The materials identified in the course of the second search of Russianlanguage AUDIT versions were analyzed using document
analysis and an in-depths qualitative assessment and discussions of the materials can be found elsewhere [40].

Results
Lack of AUDIT validation studies in the Russian
Federation and limited validation efforts

For the first search of validation studies, we included 12
publications in our analysis, all of which were identified
through the searched databases (see Fig. 1). Out of the
12 research articles, 2 articles featured an AUDIT validation with the CIDI Substance Abuse Module (CIDISAM) and 1 article reported AUDIT scores and the
AUD diagnosis established by a specialist (narcologist).
A total of 2 publications reported on correlations between blood biomarkers and the AUDIT score, and 4
publications reported consumption estimates based on
the AUDIT score and/or drinking diaries for the last 2
weeks. The remaining 3 research articles were included
because they featured alternating versions of the AUDIT,
which highlighted application challenges and could inform potential solutions.
Most information (6 research articles) came from one
research group based in Saint-Petersburg, which used an
alternate version of the AUDIT that provided different
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Fig. 1 PRISMA flowchart of the search for AUDIT validation studies in the Russian Federation

answer options for the second and third consumption
item. An alternate SD count was given in the answer option to the second question (e.g., 1–4 SDs consumed on
a typical day would produce a score of zero in this version, while in the original AUDIT, consumption of 3 or
4 SDs would result in an AUDIT score of 1 of this specific item). The third item of this version required the
consumption of ≥7 SDs per occasion, while consumption
of ≥6 SDs was required in the original AUDIT [41]. The
rest of the included studies came from 6 other research
groups from Saint-Petersburg, Moscow, Saratov and
Tomsk. For an overview of the narrative synthesis, see
Table 1, which provides an overview of the included research articles by the type of evidence they provide on
the properties of the AUDIT in the Russian Federation
as well as the possible implications in its use.
Only one study [51] was a stand-alone validation study
that reported specificity and sensitivity of AUDIT
threshold values in comparison to the CIDI as an assessment method for AUDs. The study was conducted in
patients seen at a tuberculosis hospital in the Tomsk Region and included 252 individuals (183 males and 69 females), all of whom were screened with a full version of
the AUDIT. The average AUDIT score in the sample
was 11.5, and 148 individuals (58.7%) had a score of ≥8,
thus requiring some form of brief advice or intervention.
Sensitivity for 12-month AUD prevalence (as assessed
with the CIDI) of the AUDIT scores of > 8 was reported
to be at the level of 91.7, and specificity at the level of
44.6. For AUDIT scores of > 20, sensitivity was 45.8, and

specificity was 60. A second research article from the
same research group reported lifetime prevalence of
AUD in another sample of tuberculosis patients, using
the CIDI-SAM and the AUDIT as instruments [44].
However, the article did not report parameters for each
cut-off point in the AUDIT, but it did report the overall
AUDIT score and alcohol intake/day in the entire sample as well as a sub-sample of patients with a 12-monthprevalence of AUD (for a results overview, see Table 1).
The study on which the two publications are based used
the AUDIT version that was initially translated in 1997
in Belarus [6].
High AUDIT scores in large proportions of patients and
weak correlations with drinking diaries

Other studies reported corresponding values between
AUDIT scores and certain external criteria. Results from
the Saint Petersburg research group using an alternate
version of the AUDIT [11, 41–43, 48, 49] suggested that
the AUDIT consumption items severely under-report alcohol consumption when compared to drinking diaries
[42, 43, 48], and reported only weak correlations between the two [11], while simultaneously implying that
large proportions of the screened patients consume alcohol in a hazardous or harmful way and would therefore
require some form of intervention from a healthcare
professional (see Table 1). For instance, one study reported AUDIT scores of ≥8 for 76% of male and 47% female patients of dermatologists-venereologists, and 55%
of male and 45% female patients of general practitioners

Type of AUDIT validation performed/ reason for
inclusion in the synthesis

Diary on alcohol consumption for the last 2 weeks and
examination of skin status for signs and symptoms
associated with alcohol consumption.

Diary on alcohol consumption for the last 2 weeks.

Symptoms of AUD measured with CIDI-SAM, AUDIT
scores and SD counts reported for a sub-group of individuals with lifetime prevalence of AUD (n = 225).

The publication introduces an alternate version of the
full AUDIT as an instrument recommended for
screening in the PHC setting.

AUD diagnosed by a clinical specialist, using ICD-10 criteria, parameters of AUDIT compared with biomarkers.

AUDIT. The publication gives an alternate definition of
an SD as 10 ml/8 g of pure alcohol, 330 m of 5% beer,
or 40 ml of spirits.

Blood test (triglycerides, cholesterol, HDL, LDL), systolic
blood pressure, comparison between number of SD
and frequency reported in the first two AUDIT items
and serum cholesterol level.

Diary on alcohol consumption for the last 2 weeks.

Reference

[42]

[43]

[44]

[41]

[45]

[46]

[47]

[11]

Kappa coefficient between AUDIT and AUDIT-C reported as 0.650 (95% CI = 0.610–0.691).
Pearson correlation coefficient between alcohol
consumption reported in the drinking diary and the full
AUDIT was 0.285 and 0.294 for AUDIT-C (both p <

Patients consuming > 7 SDs 2–3 times per week had
significantly higher serum cholesterol levels than
patients drinking 3–6 SDs 2–4 times per month (p =
0.033) and patients drinking 1–2 SDs once a month
(p = 0.036).

20.4% of students (sex ratio not reported) had an
AUDIT score of ≥8.

Correlation of AUDIT scores higher than 3 and the
diagnosis “physical alcohol dependence”: r = 0.821 (p <
0.05).

Two items have alternate answer options not found
elsewhere; Question 2 has an alternate SD count (1–4;
4–5;6–8;9–12; ≥ 13) and Question 3 asks for more than
7 SD.

12 months prevalence of AUD in 39.7% males and in
17.4% females; lifetime prevalence of AUD in 70.6%
males and 28.3% females. Mean AUDIT score in males:
14.7 with an average intake of 12.7 SD/drinking day.
Mean AUDIT score in females: 8.6 with an average
intake of 4.4 SD/drinking day. For the sub-sample of patients with AUD lifetime prevalence: mean AUDIT score
in males was 17.1 and average SD intake 16.2 with 161
heavy drinking days in a year; mean AUDIT score in females was 17.5 and average SD intake 12.7 with 16
heavy drinking days in a year.

Proportion of people with hazardous and harmful
consumption (AUDIT score ≥ 8) was 52% in inmates,
and 57 and 80% in patients of dermatologists and
general practitioners, respectively. Proportion of people
with possible AUD (AUDIT score ≥ 20) was about the
same in all groups - 16% in prison inmates, 14.7% in
dermatology patients, and 20% in general practitioners’
patients. Consumption estimates based on the AUDIT
scores were significantly lower than estimates based on
drinking diaries alone.

Consumption estimates based on the AUDIT scores
were significantly lower than estimates based on
drinking diaries and the AUDIT combined. Skin
symptoms were found to be helpful in screening for
AUD.

Main outcome of the study in relation to the
AUDIT
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2010–2012, a total of 1538 subjects, out of which: 411
patients of general practitioners (345 M and 231 F), 581
patients of dermatologists/venereologists (175 M and
236 F), 17 F patients of obstetrics/gynecologists, 529
medical students (192 M and 336 F), Saint Petersburg

2016, 112 patients presented at a medical laboratory
(sex ratio not reported, age range: 42–73 years), Omsk.

Not reported, 93 law students (40 M and 53 F), Saratov.

2013, 807 patients admitted to emergency care (388 M
and 388 F), Saint Petersburg.

Not applicable as this is an overview article.

2005–2007, 374 patients of state tuberculosis treatment
services (282 M and 92 F), Tomsk. Subgroup of patients
with lifetime prevalence of AUD: 225 (199 M and 26 F).

Not reported, 100 male prison inmates (age range 19–
47 years) and age-matched 191 male patients of dermatologists/venereologists and 50 patients of general
practitioners, in Petersburg and the Leningrad Region.

2010–2012, 926 patients presented at dermatologists/
venereologists
(530 M and 396 F), Saint Petersburg.

Year, region and studied population/sample

Table 1 Overview of the identified AUDIT studies in the Russian Federation that were eligible for inclusion according to the criteria
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Type of AUDIT validation performed/ reason for
inclusion in the synthesis

Diary on alcohol consumption for the last 2 weeks.

Blood test (AST, ALT, GGT, SCOE), comparison between
two groups based on their AUDIT score (< 6 points
and ≥ 6).

AUDIT. The publication gives an alternate definition of
an SD as 10 ml/8 g of pure alcohol, 330 ml of 5% beer,
or 40 ml of spirits.

Symptoms of AUD measured with CIDI-SAM, parameters for each AUDIT score are reported.

Reference

[48]

[49]

[50]

[51]

2005–2007, 252 patients of state tuberculosis treatment
services (183 M and 69 F), Tomsk.

Not reported, 99 medical students (38 M and 61 F),
Saratov.

Year not reported, 139 patients of a family medicine
office (sex ratio not reported), Saint Petersburg.

Median AUDIT score in the sample = 11.5 and 58.7%
(n = 148) had an AUDIT score of ≥8.

23.6% of male and 6.5% of female students had an
AUDIT score ≥ 8.

AUDIT scores ≥6 correlate with elevated levels of
gamma-glutamyltransferase (GGT), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate transaminase (AST) and mean
corpuscular volume (MCV), and are considered to indicate possible AUD.

Prevalence of hazardous drinking (112 g /week for F
and 280 g for M) and harmful drinking (280 g/ week for
F and 400 g for M) was high in all patient groups when
based on AUDIT score only: 76% male and 47% female
dermatology patients, and 55% of male and 45%
female general practitioners’ patients. Prevalence based
on drinking diaries and AUDIT scores combined was
lower.

0.0001).

and Moscow.
2010–2012, a total of 1538 subjects, out of which: 411
patients of general practitioners (345 M and 231 F), 581
patients of dermatologists/venereologists (175 M and
236 F), 529 medical students (192 M and 336 F), 17
female patients of obstetrics/gynecologists, Saint
Petersburg and Moscow.

Main outcome of the study in relation to the
AUDIT

Year, region and studied population/sample

Table 1 Overview of the identified AUDIT studies in the Russian Federation that were eligible for inclusion according to the criteria (Continued)
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(GPs), respectively [11]. Another study [52] indicated
equally high proportions among male sub-samples, i.e.
52% prison inmates, 57% patients of dermatologistsvenereologists, and 80% of GPs patients had AUDIT
scores of 8 or higher.
However, the same research group suggested using a
much lower 6-point cut-off in order to identify AUDs in
the hospital setting as they have found elevated liver enzymes (ALT, AST, GGT) in patients with AUDIT scores
of ≥6 [49].
Another small study on middle-aged patients from
Omsk found significant differences in serum cholesterol
levels between patient groups with different levels of
drinking based on their total score on the full AUDIT,
with higher indicators for the heavy drinkers [47]. However, we could not determine which translation of the
instrument the research group used for this study and
which definitions and standard drink sizes as well as
cut-offs were employed.

Fig. 2 PRISMA flowchart for the identification of AUDIT Russian translations
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A large number of existing Russian translations of the
AUDIT

For the second search of Russian-language translations
of the AUDIT, we have included 122 publications and
source materials in our qualitative document analysis,
108 of which were identified through the same databases
and search engines, the remaining 14 were forwarded to
us by the WHO expert group (see Fig. 2 for a flowchart
of the systematic search of validation studies). First, an
original list of all the eligible documents was created as
part of the initial extraction sheet, then the materials
were sorted according to their country of origin and
were clustered according to the linguistic differences,
allowing for identification, documentation and counting
of identical translations.
Most of the materials emanated from the Russian Federation (n = 79), while the rest (n = 43) came from
Belarus, Estonia, Finland, Israel, Latvia, Lithuania,
Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine and the USA. The vast
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majority of sources used the full AUDIT or the full
AUDIT together with the AUDIT-C (n = 115), 3 sources
used only the AUDIT-C, 3 sources used the Russian
translations of the FAST, and 1 used the AUDIT 4. After
removing duplicates of identical translations from the
same country, we have identified a total of 61 unique
Russian-language translations, out of which 32 were
from the Russian Federation, 21 versions from other
countries and a total of 8 identical versions were found
in both Russian and foreign sources.
Main differences in the AUDIT-C, the definition of a
standard drink and thresholds

The document analysis of all the sources (see for more
details [40]: revealed that the main differences in the
translations related to the first three AUDIT consumption items. In almost half of the identified translations
(n = 29), the SD was not defined. Three Russianlanguage versions [53] used the US-American SD of 14 g
of pure alcohol. A version from Ukraine that was found
in 3 different sources [54–56] defined an SD as 13 g of
pure alcohol, although there is no official definition for
an SD in Ukraine. The rest of the sources (n = 39) defined an SD as 10 g of pure alcohol and various forms of
the presentation of this information were featured, such
as pictograms, conversion formulas and tables, although
SD definitions are lacking for other countries as well. In
some sources a combination of different approaches was
found.
Besides the different representations of SD, various
other differences were identified, which in some cases
seemed to reflect obvious errors and/or could not be explained by the source material, such as incomplete or alternate SD counts [41, 57] or varying alcohol volumes in
SD conversion tables. For a more detailed analysis of the
various issues detected in the translations, please see
[40]:.
Most of the analyzed translations would feature the
same thresholds for hazardous and harmful consumption as well as possible AUD as the original international
version [1, 9]. However, some versions suggested far
lower cut-offs. For instance, two AUDIT versions from
the Russian Federation [10, 58] and a Russian-language
version from Israel [59] stated that individuals scoring
≥15 would likely meet the criteria of current alcohol dependence. Also, an official WHO publication stated that
a score of ≥15 for males and a score of ≥13 for females
could point to possible alcohol dependence [60]. Alternating thresholds were found for different AUDIT-C
versions. While some methodological guidelines from
narcology [61] and preventive medicine [62] recommended AUDIT-C cut-offs of ≥4 for males and ≥ 3 for
females—considered to be optimal screening thresholds
for alcohol misuse based on empirical evidence from
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other countries [63–65]—other narcological guidelines
operated with a much higher threshold of ≥5 for both
sexes, although they were developed specifically for females for the prevention of fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD) during pregnancy [66] and the prevention
of any alcohol use in females [67]. The latter guidelines
referred to the higher AUDIT-C threshold of ≥5, which
were suggested by the WHO Alcohol Brief Intervention
Training Manual for Primary Care [16] based on the experts’ opinion of the authors, but not supported by any
empirical evidence.

Discussion
In the course of our two systematic searches, we could
not identify any large-scale rigorous validation study of
the AUDIT in PHC facilities in the Russian Federation.
Only one study reported on psychometric properties of
the AUDIT, as compared to the CIDI diagnostic criteria,
which, however, was carried out on a special population
of tuberculosis patients in the Siberian city of Tomsk
with a relatively small sample size of 252 patients and included only 69 females. Other studies reporting direct
correspondence between AUDIT scores and external criteria such as biomarkers, drinking diaries, or AUD diagnoses appeared to be inconsistent and difficult to
interpret.
Although, overall, they suggested correlations between
biomarkers and the AUDIT and weaker correlations between AUDIT scores and drinking diaries, they also suggested that the AUDIT would underestimate alcohol
intake compared to a drinking diary, while simultaneously reporting that large proportions of patients in
PHC would have an AUDIT score of ≥8 and thus require brief advice, intervention, or referral. However,
these results should be treated with great caution as they
were mostly produced by a single research group that
has inexplicably used alternating SD counts in the second AUDIT item. Moreover, from a health organization
and public health perspective these large proportions of
patients with high AUDIT scores seem not plausible, as
they not only imply the need for interventions for the
vast majority of patients (something that is not the goal
of SBI, which exists to treat high-risk drinkers only), but
also contradict the established fact that more than 40%
of the adult Russian population are abstainers [68].
The second systematic search for Russian translations
of the AUDIT confirmed the impression that different
research and practitioner groups from different settings
use different versions of the AUDIT. The most pronounced differences were documents between AUDIT
versions used by PHC practitioners as part of dispanserization procedures and narcology specialists, including
varying thresholds to identify a need for interventions.
Besides the outlined differences in the representations of
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SDs in the various versions and the different ways of overcoming the issue of the unfamiliar concept of a standard
drink, some of translated versions contained obvious errors, including simple copy-and-paste editing errors. This
concerned not only minor research papers or the grey literature, but also official documents such as narcology or
PHC guidelines and methodological recommendations as
well as official WHO reports (for more details, see [40].
The various inconsistencies in the identified Russian
AUDIT translations seem to make the interpretation of
the outcomes of the few existing studies using the instrument in the Russian Federation even more difficult,
if not impossible.
Overall, these findings are in stark contrast to the experience of countries that invested in a thorough process
of AUDIT adaptation to properly take into account their
country-specific needs [69–72]. Given that the most
documented differences and inconsistencies were observed in the consumption items and specifically the second test item that uses standard drinks, which are hardly
comprehensible in Russia and in the Russian language as
such, it is important to invest in a thorough adaptation
procedure for specifically this domain of the AUDIT.
The results of the present reviews indicate that in order
to be comprehensive, standard drinks need to be presented in the form of equivalent amounts of the most
commonly consumed beverages in the local context,
such as vodka, for instance [28, 73].
Limitations

As already outlined, there are different ways of validating
an instrument, requiring different levels of intensity in research, ranging from a simple inquiry of experts’ opinions
to large-sample studies and complex statistical analyses.
We have therefore searched not only for designated validation studies of the AUDIT, but also for any other studies
that would compare AUDIT scores with other criteria and
constructs. As our inclusion criteria for the systematic
search of validation efforts were very broad, and covered
any general issues with the application of the AUDIT (either reported by the authors or identified by the search
team), the results of the first search included studies that
did not include the validation of the AUDIT in its stated
purpose and objective. In this sense, the results presented
in Table 1 can be considered as too unspecific as only two
of the identified studies were carried out with the goal of
validating the AUDIT and reported on its psychometric
properties. Therefore, the discussed uncertainty and inconsistency of narrative synthesis results come as no surprise and are the result of the broad inclusion criteria and
the limited comparability of the summarized studies due
to their design and data collection methods.
Another limitation of the present contribution is that
a considerable number of Russian-language translations
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as identified in the second search were not found in databases, but by directly contacting individual experts and
research groups. It is therefore likely that more individual Russian translations of the AUDIT exist, which were
not identified by the conducted search as this would
have required another type of systematic assessment.

Conclusion
The present contribution is a first step in the ongoing
validation process of the AUDIT in the Russian Federation. It aims to document and systematize the already
existing-validation efforts of the AUDIT in Russia as well
as existing problems with the Russian translations of the
AUDIT, focusing on application issues for the Russian
Federation specifically. So far, there are no specific studies that would demonstrate which aspects of the Russian
style of drinking cause the most harm and are therefore
needed to be account for as part of screening procedures
and the present contribution highlights the various issues related to the assessment [74, 75]. Previous studies
suggest that consumption of surrogate alcohol, frequent
hangovers, excessive drunkenness, and specifically episodes of zapoi (periods of two or more days of continuous drunkenness where the person is withdrawn from
normal social life) played a key role in, and were all determining factors of, premature mortality and hence low
life expectancy in Russia [23]. Today, various unrecorded
alcoholic products, including surrogate alcohols as the
cheapest form, are still available in Russia, despite the
various counter-measures to reduce their availability that
have been taken over the years. The current demand for
disinfectants during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic
may potentially be worsening the situation [76–78]. As
has been documented by various studies in Russia and
neighboring countries, consumption of surrogate alcohols is strongly linked to AUDs, which might explain the
over-proportional harm stemming from this type of unrecorded alcohol [79].
Still, it should be emphasized that during the last decade, both prevalence of heavy drinking and drinking
levels of recorded and unrecorded alcohol are continuously declining in Russia, while abstainer rates are increasing, mostly driven by the contribution of younger
cohorts and following the country’s long-term strategy
to decrease the prevalence of AUDs at the population
level [24, 80–82]. As already outlined, Russia’s per capita
consumption is currently lower than that of several
European countries such as Belgium, Germany, France,
Ireland or Portugal, yet its alcohol-attributable fractions
for all-cause mortality are almost four times higher than
in these countries [83]. In addition of patterns of drinking, questions of access to high-quality health-care services arise, especially in the area of narcology, and given
that many individuals with potential AUDs do not
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consider narcology as an option due to the narcological
monitoring requirements and the associated stigma.
Moreover, previous research highlights the current lack of
cooperative mechanisms and specific referral and rereferral mechanisms between primary healthcare and narcology services, which means that individuals with risky
drinking patterns who do not yet fulfill the clinical criteria
of AUDs do not receive any form of interventions that
might prevent exacerbation of their condition [82].
Overall, the application of the AUDIT in Russia seems to
lack a consistent empirical basis and country adaptation
and validation procedures, which seem even more important and needed considering the important impact that
Russia-specific drinking patterns have on health outcomes.
As the present review has demonstrated, the history of
the AUDIT in the Russian language is full of different
versions and applications, despite the existence of clearly
defined rules for the translation and adaptation of instruments of the WHO [84].
More than 30 years after the development of the first
English-language version of the AUDIT, there is still no
validated Russian-language version of the instrument,
despite the fact that such a tool is urgently needed in a
number of countries which have a level of drinking far
above the global average and patterns of drinking which
are highly detrimental to health.
The Russian validation effort for the AUDIT therefore
relies not only on rigorous translation, but also on various test-item modifications and adaptation procedures
to account for Russia-specific drinking patterns and their
impact on health and implications for screening procedures. This also includes the use of supporting materials
such as conversion tables or showcards that would help
in transforming consumed beverage volumes into standard drinks and thereby replace this concept, which is not
well known and used in Russia [28, 73].
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